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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an unsupervised system for sentiment analysis is presented in Spanish. The system performs a complete fine grain analysis, where the most important characteristics or aspects of an opinion are identified in order to determine their sentiment associated. The unsupervised approach used allows to extract, identify and sentiment classify, from the analysis of opinions in Spanish in a specific domain, allowing to scale to another language and domain with great ease. For the validation of AspectSA, several experiments were carried out using corpus of opinions in the restaurant domain. The results obtained exceeded the majority of existing systems for the Spanish language.
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RESUMEN

En este artículo se presenta un sistema no supervisado para el análisis de sentimientos en español. El sistema realiza un análisis completo de grano fino, en donde se identifican las características o aspectos más importantes de una opinión para poder determinar su sentimiento asociado. El enfoque no supervisado utilizado permite extraer, identificar y clasificar sentimientos, a partir del análisis de opiniones en español en un dominio específico, permitiendo escalar a otro lenguaje y dominio con gran facilidad. Para la validación de AspectSA se realizaron varios experimentos utilizando corpus de opiniones en los dominios de restaurante. Los resultados obtenidos superaron a la mayoría de sistemas existentes para el lenguaje español.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, there is a large amount of data, so large and complex, that traditional data processing tools have become obsolete to deal with them properly. For example, the Internet produces an excessive volume of data, due to the massive use of social networks, messaging services, wikis, blogs, and e-commerce, among others. All these data are attractive for organizations of all kinds, but the extraction and its respective processing in a traditional way, is complex and difficult to perform [1][2]. In order to analyze and manage this data produced by people, there are great work fronts to find models, techniques and tools that allow the analysis of texts automatically. Recent research has led to a specific area of natural language processing (NLP), known as sentiment analysis (SA) or opinion mining (OM). The SA seeks to analyze the opinions, sentiments, values, attitudes and emotions of people towards entities such as products, services, organizations, individuals, problems, events, themes and their attributes [3].

The AS is to analyze a text, usually an opinion or comment, and determine in that text a positive or negative assessment, which is known as sentiment classification or polarity assignment [4]. To analyze the text there are basically three approaches: The document-level approach that consists of sentiment classification of a large text [5], the phrase-level approach that does it only in one prayer and the aspect level approach, which performs a fine-grained analysis on a whole document, identifying the most important characteristics or aspects of the text and assigning sentiment [6].

Currently, the vast majority of approaches for SA detect sentiments at a general level in a complete document [7]. However, these are inconclusive for those involved since they need to know in detail what is said about their product or service [8]. For the above, interest in Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) has grown in recent years [9], being more active in the English language than in other languages such as Spanish, Chinese and Czech among others [10] [11].

The ABSA aims to identify the properties (aspects) of an entity and determine the polarity of that entity. An aspect is an attribute or component of an entity. For example, in the phrase, “The beef of this restaurant is exquisite”, the aspect is “beef”, the entity is “restaurant” and the associated sentiment is “exquisite” that has “positive” polarity. Within this approach two types of aspects are distinguished, the first one refers to the explicit aspects that are words in the document that directly denote the objective of the opinion. The second, is the implicit aspect, this represents the objective of opinion of a document, but that does not appear explicitly in the text [12]. The vast majority of contributions of the literature in ABSA concentrate on identifying only the explicit aspects to come from supervised and dictionary-based approaches [13], leaving in the background the identification, extraction and sentiment classification of the implicit aspects [14].

In this article, we show the details of the construction of AspectSA, an unsupervised system for the analysis of sentiment based on aspects in Spanish, that allows to automatically extract the aspects (explicit and implicit) of a text. AspectSA is based on a semantic model that integrates PLN, ontologies, semantic similarity and unsupervised automatic learning, which seeks to minimize human participation throughout the process. This system is composed of four (4) components: The language processor that performs preprocessing tasks of the text, the aspects extractor that identifies and extracts the explicit and implicit aspects, the sentiment identifier that determines the characteristic that expresses the sentimental situation and the sentiment classifier that determines the polarity.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II deals with background and similar work; Section III describes the system architecture; Section IV shows the implementation of the system and its validation. Finally, the conclusions in the section in section V.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS.

The ABSA or also known as feature-based sentiment analysis [15], aims to identify the properties or characteristics of an entity and determine the expressed polarity of each aspect of that entity. According to [6] there are usually two tasks related to ABSA. The first task is related to detecting and extracting aspects of an entity in a given text and the second determining the sentiment associated with that aspect.

For the extraction of aspects there are different approaches treated in the literature. Those that use a predetermined list of aspects[16] those count of names to calculate their frequency [17] and those that take advantage of the relationship between sentiment and aspects [18]. In addition, there are more advanced approaches such as supervised learning [19] and models based on probabilistic inference [20]. Of all the previous approaches, the vast majority does not take into account the meaning of the aspects, that is, their extraction and identification is made taking into account the words and not the concept they represent [21]. To deal with this situation, in the proposed system (AspectSA), semantic techniques based on ontologies and semantic similarity are used to extract the important aspects in the text taking into account their meaning.

With respect to the other task, to determine the sentiment associated, basically two strategies are used. The one based on machine learning and the lexical-based one [22]. The machine learning approach is based on the application of an algorithm that learns from a set of example data and the lexical-based strategy, it needs a sentiments lexicon or dictionaries of words with their polarity to be able to process them [23]. Within the machine learning approach is supervised and unsupervised learning; the first depends on the existence of previously labeled training documents, and the second does not require prior knowledge of labeled
data. Supervised learning prevails regarding unsupervised and tends to achieve better classification results, due to a large number of documents labeled training. However, sometimes it is difficult to have these documents labeled because a human should normally be used for this task [13]. In the strategy based on the lexicon, although there are many dictionaries composed mainly of adjectives, these are very general for an AS at the level of the aspects, since they do not take into account neither the environment nor the domain that surrounds the aspect.

In the literature, we found few references to ABSA in Spanish, much less on implicit aspects [24]. Of the works found, most are limited to applying the same techniques used in the English language [11]. Within the literature related to ABSA, there are works such as: [25] carries out an analysis supported by ontologies in the cinema and hotels domain in Portuguese, [7] presents a supervised approach in restaurant reviews in Czech, [26] proposes a system in the English language based on the GINI index on cinema, [27] which is based on training all aspects of a particular sentence and capitalizing on inter-aspect dependency modeling. Recently unsupervised approaches have been used such as [28] and [29] in English and [30] in multilingual. Another semi-supervised approach and special consideration are given in [6], a system in Spanish for ABSA that combines an unsupervised model for extraction of aspects and supervised machine learning for classification of sentiment.

Our work is different from all these works is the proposed system is based on automatic unsupervised learning does not depend on the data labeled or dictionaries polarity, so you try to minimize human involvement at all the process.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In Figure 1, the architecture of the system is shown. The architecture shows four (4) components: The language processor, Aspects extractor, the Sentiment identifier and Sentiment classifier.

In general terms, the system starts its operation when the user enters a set of opinions the domain particular and language. With the set of opinions entered, the language processing component initially performs a segmentation consisting of identifying the number of incoming sentences. The result is sent to the next stage that is responsible for normalizing the text. What is done here is to lower all the words, delete all the symbols and finally verify that each sentence within the set of sentences ends at a point.

The next step is to send each of the sentences to the external Freeling [31] component that is responsible for making the grammar labeling process (PosTagger) and lematization. This processed data is sent to the aspects extractor component.

The aspects extractor component is responsible for the extraction of the explicit and implicit aspects of the opinions. The above is done in three stages. The first stage looks for explicit aspects in each sentence through an ontology of domain taking those words with “noun” category and looking for their respective lexical coincidence between the classes and individuals of the ontology. The next stage seeks more aspects explicit from those words “nouns” that were not found in the ontology, for this a process of semantic similarity is made from queries to a lexical database based on WordNet MCR[32]. In the last stage implicit aspects are looked for in sentences where there is no explicit aspect. For this, a co-
occurrence matrix is constructed between possible explicit aspects and nominal expressions based on a double propagation process and access to a domain corpus.

With the output of the previous component, the sentiment identifier component takes the list of explicit aspects and looks for the expressions of opinion close to it with a sliding window of length two (defined experimentally for the restaurant domain). The expressions of opinion will be the words with grammatical category adverb and adjective close to the aspect. Here it is possible that the aspect does not have an associated expression, either because it is outside the window or does not appear within the opinion. In this case they are marked without expression of opinion and we are processed by the following component.

Finally, the sentiment classification component obtains a list of explicit aspects with their respective expressions of opinion and a list of implicit aspects. In this component a list of sentiment seeds (“excelente”, “bueno”, “malo”, “pésimo”, “indiferente”) is defined so that along with the appearance and the expressions of opinion the polarity of the aspect is calculated using the measure of association Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [33]. The PMI is a measure of association that is obtained between two words, \(x\) and \(y\), by the probability that the two words appear together divided by the probabilities of each word in individual form (see Formula 1).

\[
PMI(x, y) = \log_2 \left( \frac{P(x,y)}{P(x)P(y)} \right)
\]  

Source: [33]

RESULTS AND VALIDATION

AspectSA is a software built under the JAVA programming language that uses components from two external tools (see Figure 2). The first tool is the Freeling 4.0 library that allows the realization of grammatical labeling and lematization. The second tool is the multilingual lexical knowledge base (MCR) of wide coverage based on Wordnet in Spanish. The latter is used for the process of semantic similarity that allows to extract aspects.

In the following sections, a description will be given of the main components that make up each AspectSA module and will also describe how the architecture of the modules interacts with external systems to carry out the final process.

4.1 Language processor module

This module is in charge of analyzing the input text and producing a list of word tags and lematized words. Figure 3 shows the package diagram that includes the relationships between the classes of this component.

In Figure 3 it can be seen that four packages are involved in this module: Control, Preprocessing, ProcPLN and Freeling. The Control package manages the AdminSA, Main, FormConf and Outcome classes. AdminSA is the main controller class that receives the input data that has been captured by the Main class from an independent graphical interface. This class (AdminSA) will be present throughout the process and will save the final output through objects of the Outcome class. These initial data meet all the requirements presented in the Architecture. The Main class receives the text and validates if there is at least one written opinion. For the system, each opinion ends at one point. After verifying if there is an opinion, the Main class sends the written text to an object of the AdminSA class. It should be noted that the system receives the texts even if they are poorly written, which can cause errors in the acquisition of the aspects and polarity later.

In AdminSA, an object of the AdjustText class is used to perform the segmentation (divide all the text into sentences and sentences into words) and standardization (which consists of basically lowercase, erase all the symbols and place the symbol for each sentence point).

Then an object of the AnalyzeText class is used, which handles all the remaining process of this component. This object invokes the postTagger() method where the connection to the Freeling package is made. In the postTagger() method, an object of the HmmTager class of the Freeling package is used to perform the labeling and lematization process. Freeling is an open-source library, external to the system, for automa-
tic multilingual processing, it provides a range of linguistic analysis services for various languages. In this paper, Free-ling libraries were selected in its version 4.0 due to its great robustness in this type of processes associated with the Spanish language.

The HmmTagger object abstracts a tagger based on a hidden Markov model that assigns the most likely tag for the word, based on assigning tags for a sentence as a whole, instead of looking for a tag for each word separately. For the assignment of the label, Freeling is based on a file that contains the statistical data for the Markov model, plus some additional data to smooth the missing values, initial probabilities, transition probabilities, lexical probabilities, among others. With respect to the FormConf class, this allows you to change the initial configuration of the system that is with default values for the restaurant domain and window length equal to two (2).

4.2 Aspects extractor module

In this module the aspects are identified and extracted from the entry of a list of opinions that are stored in objects of the OutPLN class (words, lemmas and their labels). Figure 4 shows the package diagram that includes the relationships between the classes of this component.

From the AdminSA class, an object of the FindAspect class is used, which invokes the getDataOntology method. This method obtains a list of concepts (ontology classes) each related to a list of individuals of the ontology. The set of classes and their respective individuals are stored in a list of objects of the OntologyClass class.

Subsequently, with the FindAspect type object, the extractAspect method is invoked, which receives as parameters (information) the OntologyClass list and the OutPLN list. The result of this process is a set of explicit aspects according to the defined architecture that is stored in a list of objects of the OutCome class. An object of the OutCome class will store every aspect along with the expressions of opinion and their polarity.

After the previous process the system now looks for more aspects applying the process of semantic similarity. For this process the multilingual lexical knowledge base (MCR) of wide coverage based on Wordnet was used. MCR integrates six different versions of the English Wordnet (from 1.6 to 3.0) and also Wordnet in Spanish, Catalan, and Italian, together with more than one million semantic relations between concepts as well as semantic properties of different ontologies. It should be noted that for the proposed system the database is downloaded with all the necessary information to access the MCR.

For this process the collection of objects of the OutPLN class is taken and those expressions with a substantive label of each opinion are obtained that were not cataloged as aspects in the previous process. That is, they were not found in the ontology. Then an object of the Similarity class is used to invoke the semanticSimilarity method that returns a list of words considered aspects when the similarity calculation is higher than a threshold. For the calculation of semantic similarity based on MCR, the Wu & palmer measurement was used, which is suitable for working with the selected taxonomy and depends on the length and depth of the concepts.

The access to MCR is done through an object of the class SimilarWordnet that invokes the searchSynset method to find the set of synonyms (Synset) of a word and the obtainHiperonimos method that obtains all the most general concepts of a Synset (the superior concepts in a taxonomic relation is_un). The Synset found of a concept come in a particular domain (gastronomy, food, construction, among others) according to the structure of Wordnet. With the Synset and Hyperonyms found, the distance between each concept is calculated and there is the common hyperonym concept that allows to calculate the semantic similarity. Figure 5 shows the query to the database in the searchSynset method and in Figure 6 the query made by the obtainHiperonimos method is shown.

The last process performed in this module is to find out if there are implicit aspects. The implicit aspects will be obtained from those opinions where no explicit aspect has been identified in the previous processes.

Figure 4. Package diagram of the Aspects extractor module
Figura 4. Diagrama de paquetes del módulo Extractor de aspectos
To find the implicit aspects, it is necessary to invoke two processes outside the AspectSA system. The first has as input a list of objects of classes of the ontology and uses the technique of double propagation to find the nominal expressions whose label is adjective, adverb and verb that are related to the aspect. To know if they are related take the nominal expressions that appear in an opinion accompanying an aspect. This technique of double propagation is applied in a corpus of opinion of more than 50000 opinions where it starts first with the aspects to find the nominal expressions. When the process ends, it begins with the nominal expressions found and seeks a relationship with words that are substantive in the opinion. The process ends when there is no new aspect or new expression. With the list of aspects and expressions, a co-occurrence matrix is constructed, where the aspect appears along with the nominal expression in each opinion of the corpus. At the end we have a matrix of aspects against nominal expressions where we have the number of times they appear together in the corpus. In Figure 7 we can see an example of the result of the process where the “comida” aspect appears in the restaurant domain separated with the nominal expressions by the symbol “#” and the number of co-occurrences between the appearance and the nominal expression. For example, the “comida” aspect appears with the expression “inmejorable” 150 times in the corpus.

4.3 Sentiment identifier module

In this module are the expressions of opinion that are related to the aspects found in the previous module. Figure 8 shows the package diagram that includes the relationships between the classes of this component.

An object of the AdminSA class has access to the opinions that are stored in a list of OutPLN objects. Each OutPLN object represents a disaggregated opinion with each word, lemma and label. Additionally, the AdminSa object has access to the list of aspects of the previous process stored in a list of Outcome objects.

To identify opinion expressions, an object of the SearchSentiment class is created in the PolarityClass class. The
SearchSentiment class is in charge of finding the expressions of opinion related to each explicit aspect identified in the previous module. For this, the created object of the SearchSentiment class invokes the obtainExprOpinion method which has as input the list of Outcome objects (aspects) and a list of OutPLN objects (opinions).

What is first done is to look for the position that has the aspect in the opinion that contains it. Then with each opinion (each OutPLN object) the nominal expressions are searched with adverb and adjective tags (defined experimentally) that are on a sliding window of variable length. For this system, a window length equal to two (2) was selected according to the experimental results made in the restaurant domain.

Additionally, in the search process of the expressions of each aspect, it is detected if the opinion is affected by denial or attenuation through grammatical rules. At this point you have a list of explicit aspects together with your set of expressions of opinion and a list of implicit aspects related to its explicit aspect. All these aspects are stored in the object collection of the Outcome class.

4.4 Sentiment classifier module

In this module, the polarity (positive, negative or neutral) of each of the explicit and implicit aspects is determined taking into account the expressions of opinion found in the previous module. Figure 9 shows the package diagram that includes the relationships between the classes of this component.

The AdminSA class creates an object of the PolarityClass class to invoke the calPolarity() method which has as input the complete set of aspects in OutCome and an object of the ConnectionBD class which gives access to the domain corpus.

Initially, the explicit aspects are identified from each OutCome object. From each explicit aspect the expressions of opinion are obtained and together with the words sentiment seeds (“excelente”, “buena”, “mal”, “pésimo”, “indiferente”), the pmiAspExpOp method is invoked which will yield a result of PMI for each aspect, expression of opinion and seed. If the returned PMI values are irregular (PMI <= 0) then the method pmiAspPocoFrec is invoked only with the expressions of opinion and seeds. Finally, the highest PMI value of each seed is imposed and it is the one that determines the polarity. If the highest PMI corresponds to the “excelente” and “buena” seeds, the polarity is positive. If the highest PMI is of the “mal” and “pésimo” seeds, the polarity is negative. Otherwise, the polarity would be neutral.

The results of the polarity of each aspect are stored in Outcome, leaving the output of the system complete as a list of objects containing aspects, expressions of opinion and polarity. Finally, the negation and management methods are invoked to change the aspect polarity if the NEGATION and ATENUATION variables have been activated.

For the evaluation of the system, the results of experimentation carried out that focus on valuing the extraction of aspects and the sentiment classification are recorded. The measures to be used are precision, recall, F1 and accuracy. A series of experiments was carried out taking as reference the corpus of the task 5 related to Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis of the 2016 edition of Semeval (International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation) an organization that performs, as a competence, continuous evaluations of computational systems of semantic analysis. Specifically, sub-task 1 (SB1) was addressed in the restaurant domain in Spanish [24]. The following subtasks have been addressed from Semeval: the subtask corresponding to slot2 (extraction of aspects) and the subtask corresponding to slot3 (sentiment classification). For this, the corpus of the task consisting of 2070 training sentences and 881 evaluation sentences has been used. As an evaluation measure for slot2 the measure F1 was used and for slot3, the polarity, the measure that was used was accuracy.

The results of the task of extracting aspects and sentiment classification of the AspectSA system on the domain of restaurants in the evaluation corpus for Semeval tasks are shown in Table 1.

The results obtained were compared with the final results of Semeval 2016 for the restaurant domain, subtask SB1 and Spanish language (see Table 2).
Table 2 shows a list by column of all participants in the competition only in sub-task 1 (SB1), in the restaurant domain (REST) and in the Spanish language (SP). In the list appears the name of the team followed by the letter U or C and then the value of the measurement. The letter C indicates that it is restricted only to the training data provided and the letter U indicates unrestricted which allows the use of additional resources, such as lexical or training data. The table shows the values of measure F1 for the first task and the measure of accuracy for the last task. In the final part of each list, the baseline is shown as the initial reference value. Table 3 shows the comparison between the results of the proposed system (AspectSA) and the results of the winners of the Semeval competition.

As can be seen, AspectSA obtains F1 values higher than the winners of the competition in the extraction of aspects. Analyzing the results, it should be noted that the choice and use of domain ontology was vital for the identification of aspects, since they represent the concepts of a given domain and its relationships, that is, they are an abstract model of a domain, where the concepts used are clearly defined and are not simple dictionaries. By reusing a domain ontology validated in other tasks, it was possible to perform an extraction that took into account the meaning because it was arranged in a specific domain taking advantage of the classes, individuals and relationships, this allowed to exploit this knowledge of the domain to improve the performance in the extraction of aspects. In Figure 10 you can see the results of extraction of aspects of the Semeval competition and the AspectSA system. Here only four (4) teams participated with scores between 79.57 and 83.58 of accuracy. Here the AspectSA system greatly exceeds the best system of the competition by almost 1 point.

It is important to highlight the advantages of the AspectSA system with respect to the other systems that currently work for the Spanish language. Initially, AspectSA is one of the few systems currently in existence that completely carries out the process of sentiment analyzing at the level of aspects totally focused on Spanish. It is also a completely unsupervised system that minimizes the human presence for the two main processes, the extraction of aspects and the sentiment classification. This allows the system to be more quickly scalable to any language or domain.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper a system for sentiment analysis at the level of aspects in Spanish (AspectSA) based on semantic techniques and measures of association was presented.

AspectSA is one of the few systems that completely carries out the process of sentiment analyzing at the level of aspects totally focused on Spanish. That is, it extracts explicit and implicit aspects, takes into account attenuation and negation, and determines the polarity of the aspects.

The system is completely unsupervised which allows it to be scalable to any language and domain. This was built using external libraries such as Freeling and MCR WordNet.
AspectSA was validated from the metrics used in the literature for these systems, as a measure -F1 and Precision, obtaining values of 73.07 of F1 in extraction of aspects and 84.8 of accuracy in sentiment classification, surpassing similar systems.
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